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Spin torque nano-oscillators are nanoscopic microwave frequency generators which excel due to

their large frequency tuning range and agility for amplitude and frequency modulation. Due to their

compactness, they are regarded as suitable candidates for applications in wireless communications,

where cost-effective and complementary metal-oxide semiconductor-compatible standalone devi-

ces are required. In this work, we study the ability of a magnetic-tunnel-junction based spin torque

nano-oscillator to respond to a binary input sequence encoded in a square-shaped current pulse for

its application as a frequency-shift-keying (FSK) based emitter. We demonstrate that below the

limit imposed by the spin torque nano-oscillator intrinsic relaxation frequency, an agile variation

between discrete oscillator states is possible. For this kind of devices, we demonstrate FSK up to data

rates of 400 Mbps, which is well suited for the application of such oscillators in wireless networks.

Published by AIP Publishing. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4994892]

Future wireless communications demand a next genera-

tion of rf devices with low power consumption, which are

compact and multifunctional. Spin torque nano-oscillators

(STNOs) use the spin transfer torque (STT) effect in thin

magnetic nanoelements to induce steady state oscillations

via spin momentum transfer from the conduction electrons to

local magnetization.1–4 These magnetic oscillations are then

converted into an oscillatory magnetoresistive output signal

at frequencies ranging from 100 MHz to several tens of GHz

depending on the STNO type.5–7 STNOs have been identi-

fied as a promising class of rf devices for applications in

wireless communication and read heads.8–10 This is due to

their sustained microwave frequency oscillations and their

large frequency tunability by the injected dc current and the

applied field, as well as their large agility which allows for

a fast modulation of the STNO output.11–13 In addition,

STNOs are highly compact due to their nanoscale dimension

and compatible with complementary metal-oxide semicon-

ductors (CMOSs).

One of the key features of STNOs is the tunability of

their amplitude and frequency by a modulation of the applied

current or magnetic field.13,14 This can be used to encode

digital information via amplitude shift keying (ASK)15–17 or

frequency shift keying (FSK).18,19 In these concepts, the

amplitude or the frequency of the STNO output voltage is

shifted between two discrete values corresponding to digital

values of “0” and “1.” For instance, the first results for

STNO FSK operation under a pulsed variation of the mag-

netic field have been reported, and modulation bit rates in

the order of Gbps have been achieved.21,22 While this con-

cept is particularly suited for read-head applications, the use

of a modulated current is favorable for applications in wire-

less communications since it allows for a particularly simple

and compact device design which can be easily integrated.

Digital current modulation has been reported in the context

of amplitude On-Off Keying (OOK),15–17 demonstrating

communication over 1 m distance with data rates of 0.2–2

Mbps, as well in the context of FSK using a vortex magnetic

tunnel junction (MTJ)-based STNO achieving modulation

frequencies up to 10 MHz (data rates of 20 Mbps).19 More

recently, the implementation of a homogeneously in-plane

magnetized MTJ-based STNO for FSK on a printed circuit

board with data rates up to 20 Mbps was demonstrated.20

Here, we report on the study of current-modulated FSK

using the same MTJ-based STNO as Ref. 20. We discuss the

device characteristics of the free-running oscillator and

determine the limits of the STNO to respond to a change in

the applied current. Consequently, the STNO ability to per-

form FSK is demonstrated experimentally, focusing on the

maximum achievable data rate. We demonstrate that at least

up to the relaxation frequency fp, FSK of the STNO is possi-

ble since the STNO frequency follows the modulation cur-

rent, and data rates up to 400 Mbps could be achieved.

Experiments have been conducted on a homogeneously

in-plane magnetized MTJ nanopillar with the stack composi-

tion (thickness in nanometer) IrMn(6.1)/CoFe(1.8)/Ru(0.4)/

CoFeB(2)/MgO/CoFe(0.5)/CoFeB(3.4) and a nominal resis-

tance area (RA) product of 1 Xlm2.23–25 The nanopillar,

with a size of 65� 130 nm2, exhibits a resistance of 228 X in

the antiparallel configuration and a tunnel magnetoresistance

(TMR) value of 46%. The STNO is first characterized in

terms of its free-running characteristics to evaluate its perfor-

mance and tunability by the applied charge current.

This dynamic characterization of the excitation of the

in-plane precession (IPP) of the magnetization of the free
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layer has been performed using a standard radiofrequency

setup. The output voltage signal upon injection of a DC cur-

rent into the STNO is first amplified by a 43 dB amplifier and

then passed through a high pass filter (>3 GHz). The signal is

split and analyzed via a spectrum analyzer in the frequency

domain and via a fast, real time oscilloscope in the time

domain. From the frequency-domain measurement, the free

running frequency f, the full width at half maximum (FWHM)

linewidth Df, and, by dividing out the overall amplification of

the microwave circuit, the integrated peak power P of the

STNO are determined as functions of the external control

parameters dc current Idc and magnetic field H.

Figure 1(a) shows the microwave emission spectrum of

the free layer in the antiparallel configuration as a function

of the applied field, which features an in-plane angle of 15�

with respect to the long axis of the elliptically shaped nano-

pillar, for a fixed current of Idc¼ 1 mA. A single mode

Kittel-like excitation, with frequencies between 6 GHz and

10 GHz for the measured field range, is observed. A weak

second harmonic above 12 GHz can also be detected.

Figures 1(b) and 1(c) show the resulting f, Df, and P for the

investigated STNO as a function of Idc for a fixed field

H¼ 1 kOe. The threshold current IC, given by the jump in f
of about 1 GHz and the large decrease in Df accompanied by

a strong increase in the emitted power, is estimated to be IC

� 0.65 mA. Above this threshold current, the microwave

excitations are steady state auto-oscillations. The steady state

excitation features frequencies above 9.8 GHz and linewidths

lower than 60 MHz with output powers up to 10 nW. The

frequency-current tuning df/dI is linear and negative (fre-

quency redshift) in the range of Idc ¼ 0.65 mA to 1.3 mA

with a value of df/dI¼�677 MHz/mA. The irregular change

in the linewidth and output power above a current of 1 mA

might be due to a change in the STT-driven mode, for

instance, due to a hopping between two modes within the

linewidth of the free-running STNO.26

Further insights into the behavior of the STNO in the

steady state can be inferred from a real-time observation of

its output voltage. For such a time domain study, a high

speed single-shot oscilloscope with a bandwidth of 20 GHz

and a sampling rate of 50 GSa/s is used. 40 ls long time

traces have been acquired in the current range of the steady

state regime with a time resolution of 20 ps. In order to elim-

inate low frequency noise and higher harmonic contribu-

tions, a 4 GHz numerical band pass filter centered on the first

harmonic is applied to the time-domain data. Figure 1(d)

illustrates a 6 ns segment of an output voltage time trace after

filtering for an applied current Idc¼ 1.05 mA. The presented

segment is representative for the temporal behavior of the

STNO, which exhibits a visible amplitude fluctuation but

overall presents a stable steady-state oscillation with a very

small number of extinctions.24 All shown time traces in the

manuscript have been smoothed using a Savitzky-Golay fil-

ter with a 2.3 ns window.

To analyze the time traces, the standard evaluation

based on the Hilbert transform is employed.25,27–30 From the

Hilbert transform, the amplitude envelope p(t) and fluctua-

tion dp(t), as well as the time-varying phase U(t), are

extracted. The instantaneous frequency fi(t) is obtained from

the time-varying phase via fiðtÞ ¼ 1=ð2pÞdU=dt. The ampli-

tude fluctuation is used to estimate the amplitude relaxation

time sp following the approach discussed in Refs. 25 and

27–29. The amplitude relaxation time corresponds to the

time the oscillator needs to respond to a change in the oscil-

lation state. In the context of frequency shift keying by cur-

rent modulation, it determines the highest achievable data

rate,13,14 which is given by two times the relaxation fre-

quency fp ¼ ð2pspÞ�1
. sp is determined from an exponential

fit of the autocorrelation jpðtÞ ¼ hdpðtÞdpð0Þi. Figure 1(e)

exemplarily shows the autocorrelation jp(t) together with an

exponential fit for a current of Idc ¼ 1.05 mA. From the fit, sp

¼ 0.6 ns is obtained. Such fits have been performed through-

out the current range of the steady state regime. All obtained

values of sp are on the order of 0.6 ns, with a slight increase

with increasing Idc. This corresponds to a relaxation fre-

quency of fp � 260 MHz, which imposes an upper limit of

the data rate (2fp) of around 500 Mbps.

After this characterization of the free-running STNO, in

the following, we will focus on the experimental realization

of FSK. For this experiment, we choose a free running car-

rier frequency of f0� 9.98 GHz (Idc¼ 1.05 mA) which is

well situated in the steady state regime [see Fig. 1(b)]. The

constant current needed to achieve steady state oscillations

at f0 is applied by using a sourcemeter. The current is modu-

lated around this central value by using an arbitrary wave-

form generator, which generates a series of square shaped

pulses resulting in a voltage modulation with a 50% duty

cycle and a rise and fall time of 1 ns after passing through

the bias-tee. Hence, during half of the pulse period Tm ¼ 1/

fm, where fm is the modulation frequency, the STNO is

excited by a current Idc þ Im and oscillates at a frequency f1,

and during the second half, it is excited by a current Idc � Im

and oscillates at a frequency f2. The peak-to-peak modulation

FIG. 1. (a) Power spectral density (PSD) (color-coded) as a function of the

frequency and field for a fixed current of Idc ¼ 1 mA. (b) Frequency and (c)

linewidth and integrated power vs current Idc for an applied field of

H¼ 1 kOe. (d) Snapshot of the time resolved amplified output voltage of the

STNO for Idc¼ 1.05 mA and (e) corresponding amplitude autocorrelation

jp(t) and exponential fit.
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corresponds to 2Im� 0.4 mA. The modulation frequency fm
was varied from 1 MHz to 200 MHz. For further analysis, the

modulated signal is acquired using a fast oscilloscope.

Figure 2(a) shows a snapshot of the modulated voltage signal

for fm¼ 1 MHz. The red curve corresponds to the injected

pulsed current. As can be seen, the variation of the current

gives rise to a weak amplitude modulation, which could be

employed to perform amplitude shift keying (ASK). To

study and visualize the FSK, the instantaneous frequency as

a function of time is extracted via the Hilbert transform as

outlined above. The result can be seen in Fig. 2(b), while

Fig. 2(c) shows the corresponding power spectral density

(PSD) of the modulated signal (mod) and the non-modulated

signal (no mod), which corresponds to the free running oscil-

lation at Idc¼ 1.05 mA [cf. Fig. 1(d)]. From the instantaneous

frequency and the PSD, it can be seen that the oscillation

frequency of the STNO is modulated between two levels

(f1¼ 9.84 GHz and f2¼ 10.12 GHz), demonstrating FSK for

fm ¼ 1 MHz with a frequency splitting of df¼ 280 MHz.

The two frequency levels f1 and f2 feature a visible phase

noise, which is responsible for the finite linewidth of the

oscillator.24 As can be seen from Figs. 2(b) and 2(c), the

frequency splitting between the two states is well above

the linewidth, and thus, the two states can be clearly distin-

guished despite the finite noise. Nevertheless, the frequency

fluctuations of the STNO, which result from their short

phase correlation time, will result in a finite error rate in a

practical application. One way to overcome this issue is the

use of advanced readout-schemes such as the delay-

detection scheme proposed by Mizushima et al.,9 which

improves the signal to noise by correlating only neighboring

bits.

Figure 3 shows the instantaneous frequency obtained for

higher data rates of fm ¼ 100 MHz and fm ¼ 200 MHz. It can

be seen that the frequency follows the modulation signal

even for such high modulation frequencies. Figure 3 shows

the experimental limitation of our setup: For fm ¼ 200 MHz,

the pulses themselves become practically sinusoidal due to

their finite rise time of 1 ns. This corresponds to a continuous

variation of the instantaneous frequency rather than a dis-

crete variation between two discrete states. Nevertheless,

since this modulation frequency is still well below the relax-

ation frequency fp and since the rise and fall time of the

pulses is larger than the relaxation time sp, the oscillator can

readily follow the modulation. When comparing the PSD

results for the higher data rates [Figs. 3(b) and 3(d)] with the

one from fm ¼ 1 MHz [Fig. 2(c)], one can see that this behav-

ior is reflected in the PSD, which continuously evolves from

two discrete peaks to a central peak with two satellite peaks

at a distance of fm.

This evolution of the PSD can be well understood by the

variation of the modulation frequency with respect to the fre-

quency splitting between the two oscillator states. To do so,

it is instructive to look at the PSD expected from a perfect,

noise-free oscillator which instantaneously follows the mod-

ulation signal. For such an oscillator, the time-dependent

output voltage is given by

V tð Þ ¼ V0

2
sin 2pf0tþ pdf

ðt

0

Vm t0ð Þdt0
� �

: (1)

Here, V0 is the peak to peak voltage and Vm is the nor-

malized modulation voltage (from �1 toþ1, including the

conversion between applied voltage and frequency shift),

which we obtain from the experimentally used pulses

depicted by the red curves in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) and 3(a) and

3(c). The PSD obtained by a Fourier transformation of this

modulated voltage signal is shown by the red lines in Figs.

2(c), 3(b), and 3(d). As can be seen from these figures, there

is a good agreement between the expected peak position and

splitting between the peaks, where minor deviations are

mainly due to temperature and field drifts during the

FIG. 3. Instantaneous frequency of the modulated STNO and corresponding

power spectral density (PSD) (black) for fm ¼ 100 MHz [(a) and (b), respec-

tively] and fm ¼ 200 MHz [(c) and (d)]. For comparison, the PSD of the free-

running STNO is included in (b) and (d) (green).

FIG. 2. (a) Snapshot from the amplified output voltage of the modulated STNO with fm ¼ 1 MHz (black) together with the injected current (red). (b)

Corresponding instantaneous frequency obtained from the Hilbert transformation. Please note that the voltage axis of the pulses is inverted for better compari-

son with the frequency shift due to the negative df/dI. (c) Corresponding power spectral density (PSD) (black) together with the PSD of the free-running STNO

(green). The red lines in (c) mark the calculated position of the peaks of the modulated signal (see text).
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experiment. Thus, also from the PSD, it can be concluded

that the oscillator follows the modulated voltage sufficiently

fast since fm< fp. It should be noted that the observable dif-

ference in the experimentally measured peak amplitude in

Figs. 3(b) and 3(d) is connected with the amplitude change

in the STNO under current modulation. This change is visi-

ble in Fig. 2(a), and it is consistent with the characteristics of

the STNO shown in Fig. 1(c). The integrated power of all

peaks in the low frequency state is in all cases approximately

2 times larger than in the high frequency state.

In summary, we have demonstrated frequency shift key-

ing with data rates up to 400 Mbps with homogeneously in-

plane magnetized MTJ-based STNOs at a carrier frequency

of 9.98 GHz. The highest used modulation frequency

(200 MHz) is below the STNO relaxation frequency fp. Thus,

the STNO is able to follow the frequency change quasi-

instantaneously. The main limitations in our experiment arise

from the finite rise times of the used pulse pattern and the

phase-noise of the STNO. Our results demonstrate that the

high relaxation frequency of homogeneously in-plane mag-

netized MTJ-based STNOs readily allows for data rates on

the order of several 100 Mbps by current modulation. Thus,

they are well suited for their application as compact stand-

alone nodes in wireless communication networks.
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